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Abstract 
In the aftermath of World War II, twelve million Germans were forced to 
seek refuge elsewhere in their country. Their sort attracted the attention 
of Catholic charities such as the Eastern Priests Relief Organization, 
which provided material and spiritual assistance through a fleet of mobile 
chapels. This paper claims that this action was a genuinely ‘modern’ form 
of missionary work in the sense that both its method and message were a 
child of its time: dwelling on a culture of generalized mobility and mass 
communication, it spread the word of a triumphalist church claiming moral 
superiority over other world views, in particular communism. Moreover,  
the chapel trucks anticipated a fundamental paradigm shift in pastoral 
care, bringing the church to the people rather than the other way around. 
 
The German Diaspora in the Aftermath of World War II  
Of all the post war conferences discussing the future of Germany after 
World War II, the one at Potsdam had the farthest reaching consequences on 
the humanitarian plane. Article twelve of the agreements stipulated that 
“The Three Governments (…) recognize that the transfer to Germany of German 
populations, or elements thereof, remaining in Poland, Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary, will have to be undertaken. They agree that any transfers that 
take place should be effected in an orderly and humane manner.” 1 
Legitimatizing the forced expulsion of Germans from Central Europe, the 
conference set in motion approximately twelve million Germans across the 
British and American zones. The resulting demographic shift put a heavy 
burden on Germany’s stability as most expellees were poor and socially 
isolated. Moreover, an estimated six millions Catholics established 
themselves in regions where no Holy Mass had been read since Reformation. 
Many of them were taken care of by Catholic charities, the most important 
of which was the Pontificia Commissione di Assistenza or ‘Vatican Relief’. 
In the eyes of the German government and the occupying forces, this 
aid formed a welcome stabilizing factor while the Catholic leadership 
realized that the intellectual and spiritual starvation of the refugees 
might lead to total apathy in religious matters. Thus, in order to keep the 
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German flock in the Church, an emergency strategy was needed. On top of 
this, there was a structural shortage of priests; in the Soviet Zone for 
example, the number of refugees was estimated at two million while there 
were only 660 Catholic priests – one third of them over seventy years old.2 
Hence the phenomenon of ‘ruck-sack priests’: carrying with them a chasuble, 
a chalice, a paten and a missal, these clerics travelled great distances, 
flirting with exhaustion and reading mass in the most improvised and 
miserable of settings.(Fig. 01) 
 
Clergymen on Wheels 
On Christmas Day of 1947, after a visit to Germany, the young 
Premonstratensian Werenfried Van Straaten wrote an article under the title 
‘Peace on Earth? No Room at the Inn’.3 Drawing on the fact that a human 
disaster was taking place not even a hundred kilometres away, he urged his 
fellow Catholics to donate food and clothing. In his conclusion, he called 
for action: “We must go East (…). Trucks must be staffed with priests and 
filled with gifts (...) and make a tour from village to village across the 
vast districts. We must celebrate mass, preach and distribute with hands 
plenty of what the love of the Christian West has brought together.”4 
Although the war wounds were still gaping, Van Straaten’s appeal triggered 
an impressive wave of generosity, especially amongst the country people and 
traditional-minded Catholics in Belgium and Holland. Van Straaten therefore 
set up a structure through which material and financial aid could be sent 
to Germany. The organization, called Oostpriesterhulp (Eastern Priests 
Relief Organization, EPRO) grew at an extraordinary pace and established 
its headquarters in the seminary for expelled clergy at Königstein, near 
Frankfurt.5  
With his typical drive, Father Van Straaten devised a pragmatic 
solution to the logistic and pastoral challenges in the German diaspora. In 
the first place, to facilitate their work, he literally put the clergy on 
wheels. Under the banner Ein Fahrzeug für Gott [A Vehicle for God], he 
provided them with motorcycles and cars funded by fellow Catholics abroad. 
A next step in this mobile apostolate were the Kapellenwagen [chapel 
trucks], converted trailer coaches bought from the Dutch railways.6 14 m 
long and 2 m wide, these trailers contained separated areas for storing 
goods, worshipping and living. The chapel area could be opened up by means 
of two large doors that together formed a sort of altarpiece. (Fig. 02) 
Further, a tenth-cloth could be attached to the sides, offering a shelter 
for approximately a hundred worshippers. (Fig. 03) Thus, the chapel-truck 
action resolved three problems at once: the shortage of space for 
worshipping, the transportation of gifts and the shortage of priests.  
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Van Straaten’s idea to motorize the clergy fits in a ‘tradition’ of 
integrating modern means of transportation to the benefit of missionary 
work. For example, at the start of the century, the Church Extension 
Society of America sent priests into tiny frontier towns to celebrate Mass 
and distribute the Eucharist from the back of three railroad cars.7 During 
World War I, the Belgian Army had two chapel cars moving along the 
frontline.8 In Germany, the MIVA (Missions-Verkehrs-Arbeitsgemeinschaft), 
founded by the ‘flying friar’ Paul Schulte, put a fleet of planes and motor 
cars at the disposal of missionary workers in Africa. After World War II, 
it also provided German priests with motorized vehicles.9 Still in Germany, 
in 1955, Kirche Unterwegs was founded as an evangelical Wagenmission, 
bringing the Gospel to the people by means of converted coaches equipped 
with audio and projection equipment.10  
EPRO’s Chapel Truck Mission kicked off in 1950 with two prototypes. A 
year later, there were already twelve trucks on the road, and by 1954 an 
additional fifteen smaller vans were acquired for follow-up missions.11 All 
this was made possible through gifts and donations, mainly from Holland and 
Belgium. For example, three chapel trucks were paid for by farmer 
communities from Limburg, while the catholic youth movement of Deinze 
(nearby Ghent) financed a truck of its own, baptized St. Popo in honour of 
its patron. Such acts of unselfishness were extensively covered in both the 
local press and EPRO’s bi-monthly bulletin, Echo der Liefde [The Mirror]. 
Published in seven languages, this magazine formed the cornerstone of 
EPRO’s propaganda machine, bearing the typical characteristics of this type 
of publications: an insistent tone, heroic accounts of recent achievements, 
catchwords in large characters and dramatic images documenting the 
miserable fate of fellow Catholics.12 (Fig. 04) The periodical reflected Van 
Straaten’s gift for capturing the general public’s imagination – the most 
notorious instance being his epithet ‘Bacon Priest’ which became a 
household name in Flanders.13 With a readership of almost 700.000, he 
headed, as he pleased to state, one of the largest parishes of the Catholic 
world. 
The chapel truck missions were well prepared and followed a fixed 
scenario. Lasting from mid-April to mid-October, the trucks halted twice a 
week in a different settlement. The trucks were staffed by a driver 
(himself often a Heimatvertriebene [Expellee]) and two priests (one German, 
one foreign), in general members of the regular orders. At its peak, during 
the 1954 season, 164 missionaries from nineteen orders drove 26 trucks, 
holding 7.000 sermons and distributing 250 tons of relief goods along the 
way. (Fig.  05) The arrival of the imposing, red-painted trucks formed a 
welcome distraction in the isolated towns and was generally greeted with 
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enthusiasm. After meeting with the local dignitaries, the missionaries 
broke the ice by dispensing sweets to the children, playing foot with them 
or letting them climb into the driver’s seat. Armed with a list of all 
Catholic families in the area, both priests then set out for visits at 
home. This intense contact allowed a close monitoring of the religious 
zeal, which was registered in great detail on statistical forms and sent to 
the headquarter as resource material for future missions. On Sundays, Holy 
Mass was celebrated in any available church or parish hall. Recorded sounds 
of bells would then be broadcast from loudspeakers on the roof of the 
truck, where the priests would wait for the procession to pick them up and 
accompany them to the church. Upon departure, later that day, the trucks 
were decorated with flowers and garlands while children would run along 
with the vehicle until it speeded up. This atmosphere of joy illustrates an 
important side-effect of these missions: it boosted the pride and self-
consciousness of the Catholic minorities as for a couple days at least they 
had formed the centre of attention, confirmed in their hopes that the 
Church had not given up on them. 
In a 1952 report, EPRO congratulated itself with the success of the 
chapel truck action.14 The fact that several dioceses asked for a second or 
third chapel truck in their circumscription was seen as proof of its 
efficiency. Moreover, Pope Pius XII himself had expressed his approval and 
enthusiasm in a letter to the German episcopacy.15 In fact, however, this 
letter was also meant to stifle slumbering criticism from other charities 
such as the venerable Bonifatius Werk. Its director stated that EPRO’s 
actions were arbitrary and ill-considered, while others claimed that its 
large turnout had first and foremost to do with the novelty and spectacle 
of the trucks and the free distribution of food and clothing.16 As a matter 
of fact, towards the mid-1950s, the expellees too started to benefit from 
the German Wirtschaftswunder [Economic Boom]: most found employment while 
the increasing standard of living became clear, for example, in the great 
number of churches that arose everywhere. The focus of the chapel truck 
action shifted accordingly: as it appeared that a growing number of people 
were leaving the Church, the action concerned no longer only the rootless 
expellees but all German Catholics. Consequently, sustaining adherence to 
the church became the new challenge.17 To this effect, the missions now 
halted longer in one place in order to allow a more in-depth approach. The 
chapel truck action thus became a particular type of Volksmission, 
complementary to the existing pastoral care in specific areas. Finally, in 
1970 the campaign was officially ceased. Some trucks were kept for 
promotional goals while the rest was shipped to Latin America, the 
organization’s new field of operation under the more generic name Aid to 
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the Church in Need.18 
 
A Motorized Crusade 
For Father Van Straaten, the chapel truck action formed only a first step 
towards a far greater goal. Stating that “Looking back, the expulsion [of 
the Germans, ss] can be acknowledged as God’s instrument to alter the 
condition of the Diaspora”, he made clear that in his view, the re-
establishing of a Catholic supremacy in the protestant territories 
constituted no less than a divine order.19 The chapel-trucks flawlessly 
embodied the corresponding and much-desired image of a tenacious, united 
and modern church. Indeed, as Van Straaten stated: “Around these vans blows 
the spirit of the Universal Church. They are the epiphany of a great, bold 
Christianity baffling the Protestants with speechless admiration and 
quickening the heart of even the most solitary Catholic reprobates with 
regained Christian pride.”20  
With the rise of the Cold War, Van Straaten’s self-imposed duty to 
safeguard Europe’s moral integrity evolved into in an unremitting polemic 
against communism. Here too, the chapel trucks had a role to play as the 
spontaneous big-heartedness generated by the chapel trucks had proved, 
according to Van Straaten, that communism had no monopoly on virtues such 
as solidarity and charity. These ideological undertones turn explain to a 
certain extent why this action was staged with such care. The blessing of 
the vehicles in Königstein on Easter Day for example resembled much the 
departure of a motorized crusade and was recorded in numerous photographs, 
published with ominous captions such as “These churches on wheels must fill 
even the worst enemy of faith with awe.”21(Figs. 06, 07, 08) Such heroism 
and techno-morphic imagery added to mythologizing the chapel trucks as the 
harbingers of a modern form of Catholicism.  
In fact, this ideological turn comes as no surprise as it was simply 
embedded in EPRO’s DNA from the start. Its initial English name, namely 
‘Iron Curtain Church Relief’, provocatively embodied the organization’s 
primary raison d’être: transgressing, or even tearing down, the ideological 
frontier between East and West. Yet Van Straaten had to wait until 1991 
before being able to kick of a chapel truck mission in Prague. Its 
reception was way remote from the triumph he had anticipated however. The 
brand new, custom-made coach was perceived by the locals as a Western 
oddity rather than a bringer of faith and hope, and was greeted with the 
greatest indifference.22 The anti-climax in Prague illustrated how for a 
long time, EPRO had been in two minds: one the one hand, it had shown an 
extraordinary capacity to transform a pastoral and logistical problem into 
a captivating project which left no one untouched. Yet the superior and 
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triumphalist discourse in which it was embedded revealed views on religion 
and society that were ill adapted to the post-conciliar spirit with its 
emphasis on community building and mutual understanding rather than fervent 
proselytization. 
 
Conclusion  
Social mobility – that is, for professional or private rather than 
political reasons – formed a persistent characteristic of post war society, 
also in Germany. This had important consequences for the Catholic Church. 
As several sociologists of religion pointed out, building churches in great 
number or creating new parishes by splitting up those that had become too 
large failed to acknowledge the growing and structural dissociation between 
places of residence, work and leisure.23 The neighbourhood was no longer the 
dynamic centre of urban society; one could now easily be part of a 
community without sharing the same physical territory. Conversely, physical 
proximity no longer automatically produced social cohesion. Such findings 
undermined the age-old, territorially oriented approach to pastoral care. 
It became clear that one should no longer expect the people to come to the 
church, but that the church should come to the people. Hence the idea of 
providing places of worship at the crossroads of flows of people such as 
train stations, airports, ski resorts, camping sites and even Mediterranean 
beaches. Flexible, ephemeral and elementary in their conception, such 
churches did away with the idea that true worshipping required a monumental 
structure firmly rooted in the ground. It could be argued that EPRO put 
into practice this idea long before it became almost a doctrine in the 
context of Vatican II. Indeed, the chapel trucks anticipated a fundamental 
paradigm shift in pastoral care which would reach it most outspoken 
emanation in the Inflatable Church by Hans Walter Müller in 1969.24 Made out 
of plastic and conceived to be transported to where it was needed, it would 
have fitted in the luggage of the ruck-sack priests, enabling them to fully 
accomplish their mission, it is to say: to literally bring the church 
closer to the people.  
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Figure  1: Portraits of expelled German families, published in EPRO’s magazine Echo 
der Liefde, 3(1954)10-11 (Photographs © Martien Coppens) 
 
 
 
Figure  2: Celebration of the mass at one of the chapel trucks. Date, location and 
photographer unknown. Source: Aid to the Church in Need, historical archives, 
Königstein. Used with permission. 
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Figure  3: Chapel truck in Belgium, 1951. Photographer unknown. Source: Aid to the 
Church in Need, historical archives, Königstein. Used with permission. 
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Figure  4: Sample pages from EPRO’s magazine Echo der Liefde documenting the 
reception of Father Werenfried and the leaders of EPRO by the Pope at the Vatican, 
on 27 October 1956. Source: Echo der Liefde, 10(1956)2-3. 
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Figure  5: Schematic map indicating the areas covered by the different chapel 
trucks. The caption reads: “The action of the fifteen chapel trucks in the West-
German Diaspora 1953” Source: Expulsus, 1 (1954): 3. 
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Figure  6: : Blessing of the Chapel truck fleet prior to departure in Königstein. 
Date and photographer unknown. Source: Aid to the Church in Need, historical 
archives, Königstein. Used with permission. 
 
 
Figure  7: Exodus of the chapel trucks from Königstein. Father Van Straaten is 
seeing the vehicles off, 18 April 1955. Note the photographer to the right. Source: 
Aid to the Church in Need, historical archives, Königstein ©KNA-Bild 
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Figure  8: A convoy of chapel trucks on the Autobahn on their way to Königstein, 
1951. Source: Aid to the Church in Need, historical archives, Königstein. ©KNA-Bild 
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